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the previous paragraph was referring to the interpolation of the position of the satellite as being
performed in the simulator. the simulator interpolates the positions of all of the satellites in the

constellation when given satellite positions and satellite velocities. the simulator uses the
keplerian parameters found in the rinex files and applies them to the satellite positions and
velocities that are returned from the receiver to create a single time series of a satellite's

position. the angular distance does not tell the full story about the quality of the orbits. check
the angular difference between the satellite and the physical antenna to be sure that it is within
the tolerances youve set in the setup. here is a text report example: the simulator is currently

capable of simulating only gps and glonass satellites. this list of rinex files is the most complete
list of rinex files available on skydel. you can search the list of rinex files to see if your satellite is

included in the list. the simulator will not simulate the galileo constellation. you will need to
download the galileo rinex files from the galileo navigation project website. skydel will not be
able to simulate the galileo satellites in the simulator. latitude,longitude,gps_msd,speed crack
google satellite maps downloader 7.2 the latitude and longitude values are in decimal degrees,
eg. 38.888729,-76.797567. the gps_msd is the satellite number. the speed value is in meters
per second. the speed is between -5 and 5, and if it is 0, it means that the satellite is in view.
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the interval timestamp indicates the absolute time of the nmea sentence in seconds since jan. 1,
1970. it is possible to have multiple timestamp sentences within a nmea data stream. the time

indicated in the interval timestamp is a local time on the receiver. the time of the satellite at that
moment is indicated by the satellite timestamp. the satellite timestamp is in the utc time format.

the receiver time is the time indicated in the receiver’s internal clock. the position of the receiver is
given by the receiver time, the timestamp of the sentence, the latitude, the longitude and the

altitude of the satellite. the timestamp, latitude, and longitude of the satellite are all relative to the
receiver. the altitude of the satellite is relative to the receiver. for example, if the receiver was at

the equator, the altitudes given by nmea sentences would be the same regardless of which satellite
they were. the receiver position is given by the latitude, the longitude, the receiver time, and the
longitude of the satellite. the latitude and longitude of the satellite are in the wgs84 format. the

latitude and the longitude of the satellite are relative to the receiver, not the earth’s surface. skydel
stores the attitude information for the satellite in its database. the attitude of the satellite is not the

same as the one given by the nmea sentences. the attitude described in skydel is based on
information from a servo system that controls the elevation and azimuth of the satellite. the vehicle
simulation trajectory type is a great way to make a fairly realistic trajectory quickly. you can import
the data from use street map (openstreetmap.org), import kml (google earth or earth.google.com),
or your own csv file. the csv file should contain a list of locations with speed values for each. if your

csv file contains timestamps instead of speed, it is considered to be a track. 5ec8ef588b
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